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The customer data ecosystem is evolving to create a single, 

cross-channel customer profile that is updated in real time 

and instantly accessible by any system. Marketers are then 

able to react to customer behaviors within milliseconds by 

delivering the most relevant and profitable message, content 

or offer designed to maximize the value of key moments in 

the customer lifecycle.

A customer data and engagement solution, namely an 

advanced one, is designed to enable brands to engage 

customers at the moment of impact, enhance interactions at 

the point of sale, award points, currency and other offers at 

the right time to ultimately drive customer loyalty.

Most brands have customer data stored in multiple databases 

corresponding to each channel and device, creating multiple 

profile fragments for a single customer. The data divide makes 

it nearly impossible for IT and marketing to keep up with the 

shifts and the demands of customers, resulting in inconsistent, 

static marketing outreach and generic customer experiences. 

That combination results in increased churn and money left on 

the table rather than increased loyalty, incremental revenue, 

optimal LTV.

The Problem Solved 
By Customer Data & 
Engagement Tools
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Restaurants struggle to gather customer data into a single 

view to enable smarter decisions and automate targeted 

campaigns and offers based on behavior. Without an 

understanding of each individual customer’s preferences, 

it’s impossible for marketers to execute effective closed 

loop offers.

Customer data and engagement platforms give restaurants 

the ability to stream in customer data from all different 

sources, including POS systems, mobile and web ordering 

systems, SKU tracking, and in-app ordering to create a 

single customer profile that is actionable based on real-

time information.

Customer Data & 
Restaurants
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Customer Data & 
Engagement Use 
Cases for the   
Restaurant Industry

Targeted Offers 
Use Case
You want to be able to send targeted offers and promotions 

to drive incremental sales and use a customer’s purchase 

history, engagement pattern, demographics, geolocation, 

etc. to determine who gets each offer or promotion to upsell 

ticket size or encourage menu exploration.

How can a Customer Data & Engagement tool        

Do This?

As consumers create an account, their profile can be 

associated with any number of identifiers, the most common 

of which would be email address (or credit card in some 

cases.) The customer data & engagement tool ingests all of 

your SKU level data, which provides the hierarchal structure, 

as well as other specific SKU-associated attributes such 

as brand, color, size and more. SKU data also includes all 

purchases, which is streamed in real time.

By connecting the email address a customer used when 

they created the account to the one used for the purchase, 

you can link purchases to that customer via an operational 

profile. You can then understand advanced purchase 

behaviors and add increased detail (for example, adding 

brand and product affinity to a customer’s operational 

profile.

A customer data and engagement platform can leverage 

machine learning algorithms to take that historical purchase 

data to calculate the products the customer is most likely to 

purchase or “the next best offer.” These calculated values 

can then be sent as offers through campaigns created in the 

platform For example, send customers who haven’t made a 

purchase in the last 30 days a push notification or email with 

specific offers or display a personalized offer in the mobile 

app related to a customer’s product category affinity.

Why a Customer 
Data & Engagement 
Platform

1 

Achieve a real-time, single view of all of  

your guests

2

Rapidly deploy timely and relevant upsell, 

cross-sell, and retention campaigns across 

all digital channels

3

Achieve a modern loyalty solution to meet 

the needs of your mobile-first guests

4

Unlock your POS data to enrich your   

guest experience
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Customer Experience 
Use Case
You want to receive feedback from consumers about their 

experience with your company and respond in real time.

How Does a Customer Data & Engagement platform 

Do This?

When a customer has exited a specific geo-fence via GPS, 

Wi-Fi interaction or beacon the platform receives a signal, 

which can trigger appropriate engagements based on rules 

configured by your marketing team. For example, send all 

customers located in Southern California a post-visit survey 

with creative X, and send all customers located in Boston a 

post- visit survey with creative Y.

Personalized Menus and 
Content Use Case
You want to display menu items and content on any channel 

that is relevant to the customer using purchase history and 

data about each customer.

How Does a Customer Data & Engagement platform 

Do This?

It imports links to content along with metadata through 

an integration with your CMS. Using pre- built rules, it can 

match profile data with content metadata. For example, if a 

consumer’s food preferences include burgers, then weigh 

burgers higher in the content feed. All content rules are 

executed and corresponding engagements are delivered in 

real time when a customer logs into the website or mobile 

app. For example, show a featured menu item based on an 

item the customer hasn’t yet purchased; show a featured 

menu item based on an item the customer purchased often; 

or show the top three menu items the customer is most likely 

to purchase, as determined by machine learning algorithms.

Closed Loop POS 
Redemption Use Case
You want to send targeted promotional offers to customers 

and enable those offers to be redeemed at the POS, in-app 

ordering, or web ordering.

How Does a Customer Data & Engagement platform 

Do This?

It enables you to create offers such as BOGO, % off or $ 

off and specify rules for who gets these offers based on 

a variety of data points, including customer behaviors, 

demographics, purchase recency or frequency. Customers 

can redeem offers by providing the offer code sent to them 

via app, email or some other printed source. These codes 

can also be entered in a web ordering or mobile ordering 

experience. For example, send customers that typically visit 

in the morning a targeted offer to drive them back in the 

afternoon when store traffic is weaker.

By feeding POS data back to the customer’s profile, 

analyzing customer preferences and correlating 

relationships between products purchased and other items 

within the product catalog, machine learning algorithms can 

predict product preference ratings for each customer. These 

customers can then be segmented and combined with 

other user-specific information such as activity and message 

engagement to populate the “next best offer” to deliver a 

unique customer journey.

Proximity Personalization 
Use Case
You want to use a customer’s proximity to your stores for 

campaigns, offers, and messaging.

How Does a Customer Data & Engagement platform 

Do This?

By integrating with your mobile app via an SDK, the platform 

can trigger campaign actions through push, text and email 

based on the customer’s geolocation changes and state. For 

example, when a customer who hasn’t made a purchase in 

the past seven days enters a pre- defined geo-fence of one 

of your restaurant locations, send them a push notification 

inviting them to stop in; or when a customer with a dwell 

time greater than 10 minutes enters a predefined geo- fence 

of one of your competitor’s restaurants, tag their profile with 

the name of that competing restaurant to be used for later 

segmentation, reporting and campaign targeting.
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Loyalty isn’t merely about retaining customers or getting 

people to give up their contact details (though a loyalty 

program is a great way to motivate restaurant customers 

to create profiles. Loyalty is about creating a two-way 

relationship with customers to drive incremental high-

value behaviors, frequency and spend with an incentivized 

program based on individual behaviors.

A customer data & engagement platform enables brands to 

expand beyond loyalty that based merely on a customer's 

spend. With data streaming in from various in-house and 

3rd party systems, brands can set up loyalty campaigns with 

diverse outcomes, such as points, notifications, upsells and 

more, to respond to customer behaviors across all channels 

whether in-store, online, or in-app. 

Conclusion

The restaurant industry faces many challenges from 

customer demands for higher quality and more options 

to greater costs as a result of the increasing price of 

commodities, lower margins and most threatening, a highly 

saturated market. And those challenges aren’t going to 

let up anytime soon. Smartphones have transformed the 

customer experience and customer expectations for how 

they interact and engage with brands. To stand out from 

competitors, it’s imperative that restaurants create a one-

of-a-kind customer journey for today’s omnichannel world. 

Customer data and engagement platforms offer brands the 

the tools they need to unify their data and take the way they 

engage with customers from quick to real-time.

About SessionM

SessionM is a customer engagement and loyalty 

platform empowering the world’s most innovative 

brands to forge stronger and more profitable customer 

relationships. The platform scales for the enterprise, 

globally. SessionM is headquartered in Boston with 

offices around the globe.

SessionM is funded by General Atlantic, Salesforce 

Ventures, Charles River Ventures, Highland Capital, 

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Causeway Media 

Partners and Commerce Ventures..

For more information on SessionM, visit                   

www.sessionm.com.
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